EXCLUSIVE: GARDEN STATE EQUALITY
CURRICULUM REVEALED

(SCREENSHOTS OF ACTUAL LESSONS)

Public schools should be neutral in their presentation of religious
beliefs, worldview, and political ideology.

THE LESSON: “Sakia Gunn, Media Coverage of Anti-LGBTQ crimes, and Value
Assumptions” Proposed for 8th grade
In this lesson, GSE uses their LGBT status to introduce students to critical theory and intersectionality
1) GSE states, “Power, opportunity, access, and representation is always shared equally within groups that combine multiple
groups.” Teaches intersectionality and requires students must “revise” their thinking that all men are created equal.
Intersectionality is a political theory that places value on being oppressed. It stresses differences between groups and
places more value on groups who claim they experience the most oppression. The greater number of offenses your group
has “suffered”, the more virtuous you are. This also means less oppressed groups have less moral authority. This is the
basis of identity politics.
2) GSE states, “The intersections of the systems of patriarchy, capitalism, settler colonialism, and white supremacy in America
mean that one cannot treat all individuals in America as a monolithic block, with similar access to opportunities, and
representation.” This lesson leverages historic injustices towards African Americans as a cover to claim victimhood and
oppression by those who identify as gay, lesbian, transgender or other. This lesson teaches our children that people who
identify as LGBT are denied basic human freedom, dignity and safe spaces. It also teaches white supremacy, colonialism,
and capitalism are ongoing wide-spread problems in our country that must be eradicated.

THE PROBLEM: Equates sexual desires as categories like race or ethnicity
First Problem: Who one is sexually attracted to is not equivalent to race or ethnicity which are immutable characteristics
and do not change. GSE teaches our children a person’s sexual desires define who they are. They stress people with similar
sexual desires are a single oppressed group, minimizing the uniqueness of each individual. Their goal is for these
“oppressed” groups to rise up and demand others believe what they believe, speak how they speak, and give up their rights
as restitution to the oppressed.
Second Problem: This lesson doesn’t attempt at all to include the social contributions of LGBT identifying persons, which
is all the new law requires. Garden State Equality uses this lesson to teach that men, heterosexuals, and capitalism are
oppressive to LGBT people. They demand students learn to create “safe spaces” where speech that is offensive to the
oppressed is censored or prohibited.

THE HARM: Indoctrinates our children
Garden State Equality’s curriculum enshrines sexual attractions as a group identity and uses radical leftist theories to
further advance their social and political goals. These include post-modernism, cultural Marxism, intersectionality,
deconstruction of social structures, and collectivism. In contrast, the Scriptures do not define our sexual desires, attractions
or temptations, as an identity or category of human diversity – such as male and female. Students are forced to question
their religious, moral, ethical, and political beliefs and accept radical propaganda.
Worldview: This instructs students to adopt a postmodern worldview that stresses group identity to polarize society and
cause social conflict.

THE SOLUTION: Parental Rights in education
Support the right of parents to opt their child out of lessons and materials that violate their religious or moral beliefs
regarding sex, sexuality or gender identity. Email newjersey@familypolicyalliance.com to sign our petition and to contact
NJ Legislators to pass legislation to protect families from this dangerous agenda.

